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The problem of high-precision measurement of the temperature of the forebody wall of an aerophysical 

missile complex in flight along the trajectory to the altitude of Н ≤ 8 km in response to changes in the 

numbers of Mach М∞ ≤ 2.0, Reynolds ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107, non-isothermicity, solid-fuel jet engine (SFJE) operation 

with acceleration of a ≤ 12 g that are not simultaneously simulated in modern supersonic aerodynamic 

units, has been solved. Semiconductor diodes KD-521 from different materials have been used to measure 

the wall temperature of this object along the forebody length. The sensitivity of KD-521 is equal to 

2.5 mV/deg. The airborne electronic and telemetry systems have a high degree of accuracy and high-speed 

action. The survey of semiconductor diodes KD-521 has been carried out consistently in time at intervals of 

5 ms, and the error of measurement of the temperature of the forebody wall of the missile aerophysic com-

plex does not exceed 1 %. The airborne electronic and telemetry systems, semiconductor diodes KD-521 

and data on the wall temperature along the forebody length have enabled to resolve aerophysical challeng-

es associated with the supersonic separated and unseparated flow of the missile complex forebody under 

the laminar-turbulent transition in the wall jet and in its interaction with the separated wall flow. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

An important problem in the creation of supersonic 

and hypersonic aircrafts and missiles is to obtain 

reliable data on their aerodynamic heating and friction 

resistance on the streamlined surface on the basis of 

experiments in aerodynamic installations, the solution 

of Prandtl’s nonlinear differential equations of the 

viscous boundary layer and Navier-Stokes nonlinear 

differential equations, flight tests. The equations of the 

viscous boundary layer, obtained by Prandtl under a 

number of assumptions, and the results of their 

solution require experimental verification, especially 

for turbulent and transient regimes of the flow of flight 

object surface using various turbulence models. For the 

NavierStokes equations, there is no proof of uniqueness 

of their solution, they require the application of 

sophisticated numerical solution methods using the 

method of determination in time, and a small 

parameter with the highest derivative complicates the 

solution of these equations, which fundamentally differ 

from the Prandtl’s differential equations. 

Wind tunnels are widely used in supersonic and hy-

personic aerodynamics with the application of contact 

and optical research methods to simulate complex pro-

cesses in the flow of supersonic and hypersonic objects. 

But modern high-speed aerodynamic installations have 

some disadvantages due to the fact that the most impor-

tant similarity criteria such as the Mach and Reynolds 

numbers, as well as non-isothermicity in the boundary 

flow on the streamlined surface, the operation of both 

aircraft and missile engines, laminar-turbulent transi-

tion and relaminarization near the streamlined sur-

face, atmospheric turbulence, vibrations, and also the 

deformation of flight objects are not simulated simul-

taneously in them. 

A special role in the creation of supersonic and hy-

personic objects is played by aerophysic and aerody-

namic experiments, which enable to obtain reliable 

full-scale data on the level of wall temperature, heat 

fluxes to the walls, the distribution of static pressure 

along the length of the streamlined surface, the magni-

tude of the Reynolds number at the beginning of the 

laminar-turbulent transition in the wall jet and relam-

inarization in it, as well as on other important charac-

teristics [1]. 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT IN GENERAL 

TERMS 
 

The flight data on the temperature of the 

streamlined surface of supersonic and hypersonic 

objects are essential to the collection of reliable 

information on various aerophysic processes in the wall 

boundary layers in flight [1]. One of the pressing issues 

is the problem of laminar-turbulent transition in wall 

viscous flows on flight objects, which is not reliably 

simulated in supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels, 

and the problem of interaction between the laminar-

turbulent transition and the separated flow on the 

surface of these objects is primarily due to the acoustic 

field in testing sections of wind tunnels, the failure to 

simulate the operation of rocket engines, the Mach and 

Reynolds numbers simultaneously, temperature factor, 

streamlined surface vibration and deformation. 

The creation of supersonic and hypersonic flight ob-

jects gives rise to a range of problems associated with 

the need to obtain reliable quantitative data on heat 

exchange and surface-friction drag under aerodynamic 

heating, the influence of operating engines of different 

types with the effects of the flow compressibility, non-

isothermicity, laminar-turbulent transition, and relam-
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inarization (reverse transition) of the turbulent wall 

flow, elastically deformed condition of the streamlined 

surface and structural vibration in the wall boundary 

layer. 

 

3. RECENT RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION 

ANALYSIS 

 

One of the challenging aerodynamic and aerophysi-

cal issues is the laminar-turbulent transition in the 

viscous boundary layer on the streamlined surfaces of 

supersonic and hypersonic objects. The laminar-

turbulent transition is one of the most significant chal-

lenges of high-speed aerodynamics and aerophysics, 

thermomechanics, thermophysics, continuum dynam-

ics. The study of this problem is of fundamental 

scientific importance and relevance for solving practical 

problems of aviation, rocket and space technology, 

energy performance. 

From a scientific and practical perspective, the 

problem of interaction and mutual influence of the 

laminar-turbulent transition and flow separation in the 

viscous wall boundary flow on the forebodies of 

supersonic and hypersonic missiles is relevant. This 

aerophysical process is generated by the flow 

separation from the streamlined surface of flying 

objects in the viscous wall boundary layer under lami-

nar conditions, and the laminar-turbulent transition 

occurs in the separated flow above the surface of the 

forebody of supersonic and hypersonic objects. The 

separated laminar-turbulent flow is formed subject to 

the presence of positive longitudinal pressure gradient 

gradPx  0 in the wall flow, and after joining the 

streamlined surface, a large peak of heat flux occurs on 

it, significantly exceeding the average heat fluxes. The 

greatest local values of heat fluxes are obtained in the 

area of attachment of separated supersonic and 

hypersonic turbulent flows, which exceed the average 

heat fluxes by 10 or more times in comparison with the 

heat fluxes, for example, at the critical point during the 

flow past blunt bodies, to the streamlined surface. The 

work [2] is devoted to the problems associated with the 

laminar-turbulent transition in the high-speed 

aerodynamics. When creating supersonic and 

hypersonic flight objects, reliable data on the beginning 

of the laminar-turbulent transition and its length on 

the streamlined surface are required for reliable 

calculations of surface-friction drag and heat fluxes. 

Until recently, on the one hand, the theory of 

laminar-turbulent transition in supersonic and 

hypersonic wall boundary layers on the surface of flight 

objects has not been completed that causes a number of 

difficulties in their design. On the other hand, it is 

impossible to obtain reliable data on the beginning of 

the laminar-turbulent transition and its length in 

modern supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels due to 

the presence of the acoustic field generated by the 

turbulent boundary layer on their walls in the testing 

sections of wind tunnels. This leads to a significant 

decrease in the longitudinal coordinate of the laminar-

turbulent transition and the length of the transitional 

phase to the appearance of the turbulent flow regime 

compared to the flight data. The data obtained under 

flight conditions differ in the turbulence spectra and 

scales from the wind-tunnel data, and there is impossi-

bility to simulate the Mach and Reynolds numbers 

simultaneously, and temperature factor, as well as the 

operation of rocket engines in wind tunnels [1, 2]. 

The flight data on the laminar-turbulent transition 

important from a scientific and practical perspective 

were obtained on the supersonic aerophysical missile 

complex [2] at the Mach numbers of the flow М∞ ≤ 2.0, 

Reynolds along the forebody length ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107 under 

the operation of a solid-fuel jet engine (SFJE). In [3] – on 

the forebodies of hypersonic space missiles at the 

maximum Mach numbers of the flow М∞ ≤ 6.92-10.7 and 

the maximum Reynolds numbers of the flow through 

momentum thickness Re ≤ 38-981 at different flight 

altitude in the conditions of operating engines subject to 

the thermal protection of missiles. The spectrum of 

vibration during the operation of sustainer engines was 

in the range of up to 10 kHz. The laminar boundary 

layer on the forebody of one of hypersonic missiles in [3] 

was observed up to the altitude of 3-4 km, and at the 

altitude of 4-6 km there was the transitional flow 

regime, and further along the trajectory there was a 

turbulent regime. The maximum values of the 

convective heat transfer coefficient on missile forebodies 

in [3] were at the Mach number М∞ ≈ 2.0. The maximum 

temperature of the thermal protection coating of 

hypersonic missiles in [3] reaches 900 K. 

In [4], the images of flow field visualization and da-

ta on the laminar-turbulent transition in the wall flow 

at different Reynolds unit numbers and Mach numbers 

М∞ ≤ 0.95-1.7 were obtained on the supersonic aircraft 

NASA F-15В on a plate mounted vertically under its 

fuselage, using the infrared thermograph. The bounda-

ry of transition to the turbulent wall-flow regime in [4] 

is extremely irregular across the plate width that can 

be caused by various disturbances due to vibrations at 

the place of installation of the plate and at its end asso-

ciated with the operation of F-15B aircraft engine, with 

the plate streamlining, subject to a primary shock 

wave. Neither numeric data on the beginning of the 

laminar-turbulent transition and the length of the 

transitional viscous wall layer, nor the comparison 

with the results of other authors are presented in [4]. 

The data on the laminar-turbulent transition in flight 

conditions are given in [5-10]. In general, reliable data 

on the laminar-turbulent transition can be obtained 

only on supersonic and hypersonic flight complexes 

that is fundamentally important in the design of new 

complexes of a similar type [1]. 

 

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH 

GOAL IN GENERAL TERMS 
 

In this article, the authors set the objective of scien-

tific and practical importance to develop an effective 

airborne measuring electronic system and telemetry for 

a supersonic aerophysical missile complex based on the 

meteorological rocket, the forebody of which is 

equipped with semiconductor diodes KD-521 to study 

aerodynamic heating, the distribution of the wall tem-

perature along the forebody length in flight along the 

trajectory with the transonic and supersonic speeds 

under the operation of a solid-fuel jet engine with ac-
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celeration of up to 12g in the conditions that are simu-

lated neither in supersonic wind tunnels, especially 

under the laminar-turbulent transition and relaminar-

ization in the wall flow, nor by theoretical methods. 
Aerodynamic heating in flight of a supersonic mis-

sile is accompanied in time by the formation of the 

forebody wall temperature. The use of flight data on 
the wall temperature, the results on the theory of 
laminar wall layer stability, the calculation of the flow 

Reynolds number in flight, the model of turbulent spots 
(Emmons spots) enable to obtain reliable numeric data 
on the beginning of the laminar-turbulent transition in 

the wall jet and its length. This requires the high 
quality and speed of electronic system, telemetry, high 
sensitivity of temperature sensors. 

The goal of the study is to use a nonlinear 

differential equation for the unsteady wall 
temperature, spline functions for the approximation of 
the wall temperature in time and the possibility of fur-

ther calculation of heat fluxes in laminar and 
transition surface flow regimes, calculations of local 
peaks of heat flux in the interaction of the laminar-

turbulent transition and flow separation on the basis of 
reliable data on the wall temperature in the case of 
separated and unseparated flow of the forebody of an 

aerophysical missile complex in flight in time along the 
trajectory at the numbers of Mach М∞ ≤ 2.0, Reynolds 
ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107 (L is the forebody length) with 

acceleration of a ≤ 12g under the operation of a solid-
fuel jet engine. The flight data on laminar-turbulent 
transition, its length, wall temperature, local peaks of 

heat flux under the separation of the wall flow of fore-
bodies of supersonic objects for such a complex are 
important for the design of reliable new objects, as well 

as for the formation of flight data bank. 

 

5. PRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH BASIC 

MATERIAL 
 

The scientific significance of the problem of 

laminar-turbulent transition in viscous boundary 
layers on the streamlined surface of supersonic and 
hypersonic objects is contingent on complex linear and 

nonlinear processes associated with the influence of 
intensity,  spectrum and scale of external disturbances, 
compressibility of flow, pressure gradient, surface 

temperature on the development of oscillations in 
laminar wall boundary layers depending on the type of 
external disturbances, with the presence of nonlinear 

oscillations, the loss of the laminar layer stability and 
the formation of three-dimensional vortex structures, 
Emmons turbulent spots, the merger of which is fol-

lowed by the turbulent form of the wall flow at the 

coefficient of intermittency   1.0. 
The data on the Reynolds and Mach numbers in 

flight along the trajectory, the forebody wall 
temperature and the known numerical data from the 
theory of wall laminar boundary layer stability 

characterizing the dependence of the Reynolds number 
at the beginning of the laminar-turbulent transition on 
the Mach number of the incoming flow are required in 
order to obtain reliable flight data on the beginning of 

the laminar-turbulent transition and its length on the 
supersonic aerophysical missile complex. The 
development of a high-precision method for measuring 

the forebody wall temperature of a missile complex is 
important in this regard. 

The high-precision method of measuring the tem-

perature of the supersonic complex wall in flight along 

the trajectory is based on the development of an elec-
tronic airborne system, telemetry, ground reception of 

flight data on the wall temperature. Semiconductor 

diodes KD-521 are used as the wall temperature 
sensors along the forebody length. Diode KD-521 is a 

semiconductor device with the unilateral conductivity 

of electric current, which occurs as a result (p-n) of 

transition in the semiconductor. The range of tempera-
ture measurement based on diode KD-521 was 288-

393 K, which was enough to use it on a supersonic ob-

ject at the Mach numbers of the flow М∞ ≤ 2.0. The 
sensitivity of diode KD-521 was equal to 2.5 mV/deg, 

and, for example, only 0.04 mV/deg in the chromel-

aluminum thermocouple. 

The calibration of diode KD-521 under laboratory 
conditions using the current-voltage characteristic 

showed that the dependence of the output voltage on 

the temperature was linear in the temperature range of 
288-393 K. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of 

aerophysical missile complex, and Fig. 2 presents the 

diagram of its gasdynamic flow in flight at the Mach 
numbers М∞ ≤ 2.0, Reynolds numbers ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107 

with acceleration of a ≤ 12g, flight altitude of h ≤ 8 km 

under the operation of a solid-fuel jet engine. 

This complex with the forebody equipped with the 
airborne electronic transmission system, temperature 

sensors KD-521, telemetry is developed on the basis of 

the use of a solid-fuel jet engine and parachute com-
partment of the meteorological rocket. The forebody is 

reusable and can be saved by a parachute. The 

temperature measurement at point 1 is carried out on 

the missile wall made of material D16T with the 

thickness of w  4 mm at Х  0.25 m, at point 2 – made 

of material D16T with the thickness of w  1.8 mm at 

Х  0.28 m, at point 3 – made of material 1Cr18Ni9Тi 

with the thickness of w  1 mm at Х  0.4 m. 
 

1
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Fig. 1 – Configuration of reusable aerophysical missile complex 

based on the meteorological rocket: 1 – forebody; 2 – solid-fuel 

jet engine (SFJE); 3 – parachute compartment; point 1 – 

Х  0.25 m; w  4 mm; material D16T; point 2 – Х  0.28 m; 

w  1.8 mm; material D16T; point 3 – Х  0.4 m; w  1 mm; 

material 1Cr18Ni9Тi 
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Fig.2 – Gasdynamic scheme of the flow of aerophysical 

complex forebody: I, III, V – shock waves; II, IV – expansion 

waves; 1, 2, 3 – points of placement of diodes KD-521:1 – 

Х  0.25 m; 2 – Х  0.28 m; 3 – Х  0.4 m 
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Fig. 3 – Airborne electronic measurement and transmission 

system 
 

High requirements are imposed on the airborne 

electronic measurement and transmission system of 

supersonic aerophysical complex. Fig. 3 shows a diagram 

of such a system. The airborne electronic and telemetry 

systems have high speed and accuracy that enables to 

measure not only the forebody wall temperature of the 

missile system, but also the static pressure on the 

streamlined surface with the help of two sensors SIS. 

Small inductive sensors (SIS) are designed to measure 

the instantaneous and static values of inert gas 

pressure. The sensor SIS has two coils, membranes as 

sensing elements in the coils. Excessive pressure has an 

effect on the membranes, which are deformed. This 

deformation leads to change in the induced drag of coils 

for the value proportional to the displacement of 

membranes, and to the bridge unbalance. The voltage of 

bridge unbalance is proportional to the measured 

pressure. The sensors SIS, which are vibration-resistant 

and vibration-proof, in the frequency range from 10 to 

600 Hz with acceleration of up to 20g, operate at linear 

acceleration of up to 100g. The efficiency of using sensors 

SIS is demonstrated by the authors in flight experiment 

on one of aerophysical missile complexes in the 

measurement of static pressure on its forebodies in the 

range of the Mach number of the flow 1.6 ≤ М∞ ≤ 4.2 [1]. 

The main objective of this article is to measure the 

wall temperature of the supersonic complex forebody 

(Fig. 1) based on the airborne electronic and trans-

mission system (Fig. 3), semiconductor diodes KD-521. 

The airborne electronic and transmission systems (see 

Fig. 3) operate as follows. Diodes KD-521 at three 

points on the forebody (Fig. 1, Fig. 2) were measured 

after 5 ms, and the temperature measurement error 

was not more than 1 % that is a significant achievement 

for flight experiments. The sensors KD-521 were 

powered by constant current 0.5 ÷ 0.8 mA from unit 4 

during direct connection. The pressure sensors SIS 

were powered by a sinusoidal signal from pump 1 at a 

frequency of 8192 Hz. From units of the previous 

amplifiers 2 and 3, the amplified signal is transmitted 

from the sensors KD-521 and SIS to switches 5 and 6. 

With the help of units 7, 8 and 10 amplitude-frequency 

autocalibration and correction of amplifier 10 are 

linearly transformed. The useful power of unit 9 was 

15 W. When conducting the flight experiment on the 

supersonic aerophysical complex (Fig. 1, Fig. 2), the 

information was recorded on the ground recording 

device followed by obtaining the values of the wall 

temperature along the length of the aerophysical 

complex forebody at three points (Fig. 1, Fig. 2) in 

flight along the trajectory based on decoding the 

recorded flight data. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b present the 

flight data on the dependence of the wall temperature 

of the aerophysical missile complex forebody on the 

flight time τ along the trajectory. 
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the laminar-

turbulent 

transition

 
b 

 

Fig. 4 – Change in the wall temperature of the aerophysical 

complex forebody: a) point 1 – Х  0.25 m, w  4 mm, material 

D16Т; b) point 3 – Х  0.4 m; w  1 mm, material 1Cr18Ni9Тi; 

1 – calculation, 2 – flight experiment 
 

The flight data on the wall temperature Tw of the 

forebody in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b are highly precise, 

obtained for the first time with an accuracy of 0.5-1.0 % 

under the operation of a solid-fuel jet engine at zero 

incidence. The flight experiments of the authors of [1] for 

measurement of zero angle of attack with the use of the 

Hall effect sensor on the other aerophysical missile 

complex at the Mach numbers of М∞ ≤ 4.5, Reynolds 

numbers of ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107, with acceleration of а ≤ 32g 

and a solid-fuel jet engine have shown that the operation 

of jet engines, of the two stages the angle of attack   0 

has an error of 0.3 %. It should be emphasized that the 

flight data on the wall temperature shown in Fig. 4a and 

Fig. 4b contain information on flow regimes of the fore-

body of the aerophysical complex (Fig. 1, Fig. 2) during 

its flight along the trajectory. 

To solve the problem of flow regimes of the forebody of 

the research of supersonic aerophysical complex, the 

laminar-turbulent transition in the viscous wall 

SIS 
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boundary layer, values of the Reynolds numbers Retr, the 

following analysis was made at the beginning of this 

transition: 1) comparison of the flight experiment data 

(Fig. 4a, Fig. 4b) with the theoretical curves of 

hydrodynamic stability of the supersonic viscous 

boundary layer in coordinates Tw/Te  f(Me), where Tw is 

the wall temperature, Me is the Mach number, Te is 

temperature on the outer surface of the boundary layer, 

has shown that the flight data are beyond the laminar 

layer stability indicating the laminar-turbulent 

transition; 2) comparison of the flight experiment data on 

the wall temperature in time along the trajectory of the 

flight complex with the results of numerical calculation 

Tw using a non-stationary nonlinear differential equation 

only for the laminar flow regime or only for the turbulent 

flow regime of the complex forebody surface has shown 

that until the flight time  ≤ 6 s for point 1 (Fig. 4a) and 

until  ≤ 7 s for point 3 (Fig. 4b) the flow regime was 

laminar, and at  ≥ 6 s and  ≥ 7 s at these points the 

calculated values of Tw for the laminar regime were less 

than the flight values, which meant that there was the 

beginning of the laminar-turbulent transition, with no 

turbulent flow regime. In the time range of the 

aerophysical complex flight along the trajectory from 

  (6-7) s to   14 s for two points (Fig. 4a, Fig. 4b) the 

flow regime on the forebody was transient.  

In the laminar-turbulent transition zone in the 

supersonic wall layer on the aerophysical complex fore-

body (Fig. 1, Fig. 2), the non-stationary differential 

equation for the wall temperature for the thin wall 

model is as follows: 
 

w·cw·w·dTw/d  [l·(1 – ) + t·]·(Tr,e – Tw), (1) 
 

where w,·cw,·w are the density, heat capacity and wall 

thickness, respectively; l, t are the heat transfer 

coefficients in laminar and turbulent flows;  is the 

coefficient of intermittency in the laminar-turbulent flow 

zone; Tr,e is the equilibrium air temperature on the outer 

surface of the wall boundary layer, Tw is the wall tem-

perature; at   0 – laminar regime; at   1.0 –turbulent 

regime. The differential equation (1) is valid for the thin 

wall model applied to the aerophysical complex forebody 

(Fig. 1, Fig. 2), since the criterion Bio is Ві ≤ 4·10 – 2. The 

thin wall model means from a physical standpoint that 

there is no temperature difference in the wall thickness. 

The Strouhal number for the supersonic aerophysical 

complex is within the limits of Sh  10 – 3-10 – 4 that 

indicates the steadiness of gas-dynamic and thermal 

processes under the flow conditions. This has enabled to 

calculate heat transfer coefficients l and t on the basis 

of steady theoretical relations [2]. 

The intermittency coefficient  in (1) is calculated 

with the use of the following formula, which is based on 

the Emmons’ turbulent spot theory [2]: 
 

  

2
2 2

1 34

2 2

2

3 507
1 0

e,tr. e e
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e,tr e,tre

x,e tr
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uA
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 (2) 

 

In (2), А  60 + 4.68·Mе
1.92; Retr is the Reynolds 

number at the beginning of the laminar-turbulent 

transition on the streamlined surface; Me, ue, e are the 

Mach number, speed and density of the flow on the 

outer surface of the viscous boundary layer;  is the 

time; e,tr; e,tr; ue,tr are the dynamic viscosity coefficient, 

density and speed at the beginning of the laminar-

turbulent transition, Ree,x() is the Reynolds number in 

flight time; indices е, tr mean parameters on the outer 

surface of the viscous boundary layer and at the begin-

ning of the transition, respectively. It can be seen from 

Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b that the calculated data of the wall 

temperature based on time during the flight of the su-

personic aerophysical complex (Fig. 1) along the trajec-

tory are reliably consistent with the authors’ flight data 

on the forebody of this complex both for the laminar 

flow regime in a viscous wall layer at   0 for the flight 

time  ≤ (6-7) s and for the transition regime at  ≥ (6-

7) s using the results of the numerical solution to the 

nonlinear differential equation (1) for the two regimes 

and the additional ratio (2) for the intermittency coeffi-

cient , which varies from   0 to   1.0 in the lami-

nar-turbulent transition zone. 
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2
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Fig. 5 – Change in convective heat flux along the trajectory in 

3 points in the flow of the forebody of the aerophysical missile 

complex in flight at the Mach number М∞ ≤ 2.0, the Reynolds 

number ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107, with acceleration of a ≤ 32g 
 

Thus, the high-precision measurement of the wall 

temperature of the supersonic aerophysical missile 

complex using semiconductor diodes KD-521, the 

airborne electronic system and telemetry has enabled 

to establish on the basis of physical analysis and 

numerical calculation that the laminar and transition 

(laminar-turbulent) regimes of the surface flow are 

formed on the complex forebody, to determine the 

Reynolds number Retr at the beginning of the laminar-

turbulent transition, to obtain the physically 

reasonable dependence of heat flux qw() on time to the 

streamlined surface. The data on qw() are shown in 

Fig. 5. The nonmonotonic character of the change in 

qw() in time during the object flight along the 

trajectory with its two maxima is seen, provided that 

the second maximum qw() is associated with the 

laminar-turbulent transition regime at  ≥ (6-7) s. 

All the data obtained in [2], as well as the data on 

the effect of a rocket engine on numbers Retr at the 
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beginning of the laminar-turbulent transition in 

comparison with the NASA data given in [1] during 

free flight of pointed cones without engines, are 

important from the scientific and practical perspective. 
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Fig. 6 – Physical picture of the flow under the supersonic flow 

separation before the step: 1 – wall boundary layer; 2 – inner 

mixing layer; 3 – outer mixing layer; 4 – external supersonic 

flow; 5 – oblique wave 
 

An important problem, which is theoretically and 

experimentally understudied, is the problem of 

interaction between the laminar-turbulent transition 

and flow separation in the supersonic flow of flight 

object surfaces. The separation of wall supersonic flows 

is formed on streamlined surfaces with a positive 

longitudinal pressure gradient gradPx  0 under the 

flow of a forward-facing step or compression corner on 

the surface, when the wall jet is affected by a 

compression wave. 

The forward-facing step in the form of a ring with 

the height of h  5·10 – 3 m and width of b  7·10 – 3 m 

was determined in order to study the interaction of 

laminar-turbulent transition and flow separation on a 

cylindrical part of the supersonic aerophysical missile 

complex (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). The flow separation is one of the 

most complex phenomena in modern supersonic and 

hyper-sonic aerodynamics, which are understudied in 

flight conditions. The principal physical diagram of 

formation of the gas-dynamic pattern of the separated 

flow at the supersonic flow of the forward-facing step is 

shown in Fig. 6 in coordinates x, y in terms of a positive 

longi-tudinal pressure gradient gradPx  0. It is found 

above that without the wall flow separation the laminar 

wall layer has been formed on the aerophysical complex 

forebody (Fig. 1, Fig. 2) before the time of flight along 

the trajectory of  ≤ (6-7) s, followed by the commence-

ment of the laminar-turbulent transition flow regime at 

 ≥ (6-7) s (Fig. 4). If the supersonic complex forebody 

has a forward-facing step, there is a longitudinal posi-

tive pressure gradient gradPx  0, resulting in the for-

mation of complex gas-dynamic flow pattern (Fig. 6) 

with the wall flow separation. Under these conditions, 

the wall boundary layer separation occurs in the lami-

nar regime, and in the separation flow there is the lam-

inar-turbulent transition. The separated laminar-

turbulent flow joins the streamlined wall near the right 

angle between the surface of the complex forebody and 

the step with the formation of local peaks of the wall 

temperature and heat flux (Fig. 7, Fig. 8). Local peaks 

of heat flux in the narrow zone of attachment of the 

separated wall layer to the streamlined surface can be, 

for example, for super-sonic and hypersonic turbulent 

flow 10 or more times in comparison with heat fluxes to 

the point of wall layer separation. This fact should be 

considered when designing flight objects for various 

purposes. The relative length of the separation zone in 

the flight experiment under the interaction of the lami-

nar-turbulent transition and separation in the wall lay-

er L/h ≈ 15, where h is the step height, L is the transi-

tion zone length, which is much larger than for the sep-

aration of supersonic turbulent wall layer that is physi-

cally understandable. 

In the flight experiment, the peak temperature of 

the forebody wall was recorded at the point of the sepa-

rated flow attachment to the forebody wall. Fig. 7 

shows the flight data on the wall temperature distribu-

tion of Tw in time along the length of the complex fore-

body with the peak temperature at the point of at-

tachment of the separated flow to the wall in the lami-

nar-turbulent regime. The laminar-turbulent transition 

in the separated laminar wall layer is caused by the 

loss of flow stability, complex processes of non-

isothermicity, heat and mass transfer, flow compressi-

bility, the Reynolds and Mach numbers, longitudinal 

positive pressure gradient gradPx  0. 
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Fig. 7 – Distribution of the wall temperature in flight along 

the length of the aerophysical complex forebody at the inter-

action of the laminar-turbulent transition and wall flow sepa-

ration at М∞ ≤ 2.0: 1 –   6.24 s; 2 –   7.8 s; 3 –   9.36 s 
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Fig. 8 – Distribution of heat flux to the wall in flight along the 

length of the aerophysical complex forebody under the interaction 

of laminar-turbulent transition and wall flow separation at 

М∞ ≤ 2.0: 1 –   3.9 s; 2 –   4.7 s; 3 –   5.5 s, ; 4 –   6.25 s 
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The results on heat fluxes to the wall along the length 

of the aerophysical complex forebody with their maxi-

ma at the point of attachment of the separated flow to 

the wall for different moments of time on the flight 

path of the complex have been obtained with the use of 

the nonlinear differential equation qw  w·cw·w·dTw/d 

for the thin wall model and the approximation of exper-

imental data on the wall temperature Tw by a cubic 

spline (Fig. 8). The maximum value of heat flux qw at 

the point of attachment of the separated wall flow is 

4 times bigger than qw to the point of flow separation. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. A high-precision method for measuring the wall 

temperature along the length of the forebody of the 

supersonic aerophysical missile complex under motion 

along a trajectory with the Mach number М∞ ≤ 2.0, the 

Reynolds number ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107 with acceleration of 

a ≤ 12g to the altitude of h ≤ 8 km under the operation 

of a solid-fuel jet engine (SFJE) based on semiconductor 

diodes KD-521, electronic onboard system and telemetry, 

has been firstly implemented. 

2. The airborne electronic system of the supersonic 

aerophysical complex has provided the survey (after 5 ms) 

of semiconductor diodes KD-521 with a sensitivity of 

2.5 mV/deg, and the whole airborne electronic system 

and telemetry have ensured the wall temperature 

measurement within the accuracy of 0.5-1.0 %. 

3. The high-accuracy data on the wall temperature 

Tw along the length of the aerophysical missile complex 

forebody at the attached flow of its surface have ena-

bled, using the known theoretical results and the 

results of the authors’ calculations, to establish that on 

the forebody at various points along its length the 

laminar and laminar-turbulent regime occurs in time 

in the wall layer, to obtain reliable data on the 

Reynolds number at the beginning of the laminar-

turbulent transition in the boundary layer with the 

presence of the transition flow regime, for the first time 

to put the theory of Emons’ turbulent spots to the test 

in flight conditions under the operation of a solid-fuel 

jet engine (SFJE). 

4. The data on the temperature of the aerophysical 

complex forebody wall under the interaction of the 

laminar-turbulent transition and separated wall flow 

have enabled to obtain reliable results on local peaks of 

temperature and heat flux at the points of attachment to 

the separated flow wall in the transition regime, and in 

this case the local peaks of heat flux are four times 

bigger than the heat flux to the point of flow separation. 
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Вимірювання температури стінки і ефекти на поверхні ракетного комплексa на основі  

напівпровідникового діода і електронної системи  
 

А.М. Павлюченко, О.М. Шийко, Т.І. Клочкова 
 

Сумський національний аграрний університет, вул. Г. Кондратьєва, 160, 40021 Суми, Україна 

 
Вирішена проблема вимірювання з високою точністю температури стінки головної частини ракетно-

го аерофізичного комплекса в польоті по траєкторії до висоти Н ≤ 8 км в умовах зміни чисел Маха 

М∞ ≤ 2.0, Рейнольдса ReL,∞ ≤ 2·107, неізотермічності, роботи реактивного двигуна на твердому паливі 

(РДТП), прискорення a ≤ 12g, що одночасно не моделюються в сучасних надзвукових аеродинамічних 

установках. Для вимірювання температури стінки цього об’єкта із різних матеріалів по довжині головної 

частини використовувались напівпровідникові діоди КД-521. Чутливість КД-521 складала 2.5 мВ/град. 

Бортова електронна і телеметрична системи мали високий рівень швидкісної дії і точності. Опитування 

напівпровідникових діодів КД-521 здійснювалось послідовно в часі через 5 мс, а похибка вимірювання 

температури стінки головної частини комплекса не перевищувала 1 %. Бортова електронна, телеметри-

чна системи, напівпровідникові діоди КД-521 і дані про температуру стінки по довжині головної частини 

дозволили вирішити складні аерофізичні проблеми, пов’язані з безвідривним і відривним надзвуковим 

обтіканням головної частини ракетного комплекса в умовах ламінарно-турбулентного переходу в прис-

тінній течії і при взаємодії його з відривним обтіканням стінки. 
 

Ключові слова: Ракетний аерофізичний комплекс, Головна частина комплекса, Температура стінки, 

Напівпровідниковий діод, Бортова електронна система, Телеметрія, Надзвукове безвідривне та відривне 

обтікання стінки, Ламінарно-турбулентний перехід у пристінному шарі, Тепловий потік, Локальні піки 

температури стінки і теплового потоку. 
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